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My gran’s farm had always been my favourite place, with its cool breeze, starry nights, and the 

most beautiful sunrises. Gran had bought cows to give her something to do after Grandpa died, 

but they gave me the creeps. It was as if they were hiding something. 

I was spending the night with Gran, and I had planned to continue writing my novel, 

The Adventures of Dazzler the Kung-Fu Magician, when the cows outside started mooing. I 

stuck my head out of the window to investigate and saw five cows sitting on chairs, talking to 

each other. They were balancing teacups and crumpets on their hooves and chatting, I couldn’t 

believe my eyes. I fell back into my desk chair, knocking over a pile of my vintage 60s cassette 

tapes. I tried telling myself I was tired, and I was seeing things. I tried returning to my work, 

but the mooing got louder. I decided to see what the fuss was about.  

I ran down the stairs with the agility of a hippopotamus, making bangs and thuds as I 

stumbled downwards. Breathless, I reached the end of the stairs. Prepared to lay into those 

cows, I swung the door open, but my voice instantly trailed away. The other cows were wearing 

clothes. There were construction worker cows building makeshift benches and paths out of hay, 

fitness instructor cows wearing legwarmers and teaching classes, and even an artist cow, 

wearing a beret and painting a particularly good, cow-faced Mona Lisa: A ‘Moo-a’ Lisa.  

I slammed the door shut on the bizarre display and I turned to my gran’s bedroom door. 

Somehow, even after all of the events, her heavy snoring still wafted from inside. I mustered 

enough courage to open the door. I crept out of the house and onto the front porch. The cows 

had erected a large white wall and a cow with a tattered fedora on its head sat down at a 

projector. The wall flickered and large words red words popped up: Beverly Hills Cow. The 

cows mooed in unison excitedly. Being a connoisseur of the cinematic arts, I followed suit.

 Eventually, I drew my attention from the make-shift cinema and placed it upon the 

paint-starved barn, from where loud cries of anger were emanating. I slipped past the film 

viewers and cracked open the door. A rally was taking place, with outraged cattle holding large 

banners and signs that read: “Stop Cow Abductions: Expose the Aliens” among other things. 

A wizened cow stood at a podium with a megaphone. It placed my gran’s old dentures into its 

mouth and coughed dryly. It started to speak but was cut off by the roof of the barn being torn 

away and a lime-green light filling the room. The terrified cows tried to flee but were pulled 

back and upwards like water swirling towards a drain.  



I hid behind the door as a metallic flying saucer, making a high-pitched whirr, hovered 

above the gaping hole in the barn. I stared upwards at the floating object, mouth gaping. The 

cows were vacuumed into the saucer one-by-one with a resonating whoosh. The last cow stared 

at me intensely and scribbled “Remember Me” in a rushed script, before it was abducted by 

the ship. I followed the vehicle as it flew to a group of cows, who had created a cylindrical 

machine with a funnel on top of it in seconds. The contraption had lights and switches down 

its sides that beeped constantly. It looked like one of those machines from old Disney cartoons. 

The UFO glided down onto the funnel and released the frightened cows downwards into its 

maw. The contraption made a ding and cartons of red cordial where released from the machine. 

I stepped towards the cordial to get a closer look, but before I could, a trapdoor opened beneath 

it and the carton dropped downwards. The cows where nowhere to be found.  

Gross.   

A gong resonated throughout the farm and the cows mooed a long, low note. I stepped 

out of the barn and noticed the cows were meandering towards the centre of the field. They 

were in a trance-like state. The cows gathered in the middle of the field like a cult and a large, 

glass apparatus with milk-filled jugs along its side rose from the ground. On its side were bold 

white letters that read: The Midnight Dairy Association. The cows raised themselves onto their 

hind legs and pressed their hooves into their left shoulders. Their sides swung open like trap 

doors to reveal large, empty jugs and tubes leading to their udders. I gawked at the display. 

They stepped toward the machine and it systematically replaced the empty jugs in their bellies 

with fresh ones. Their sides closed and they trudged away. The machine then sprouted metal, 

spider-like legs from its side and leaped high into the sky. It made a resonating boom as it 

reached the milky clouds and flew over the fields.     

 Once the machine had left, the cows rolled the paths and their makeshift hay furniture 

into large spools, while others donned tall, blue hats with stars on them. The blue hatted cows 

grabbed wands from inside a haystack and transmogrified the rolls into large, cylindrical stacks 

of hay, which they rolled back into the barn where they hid their clothes. They returned to 

grazing on grass and wandering along Gran’s rolling, green hills. They packed away the last 

scrap of evidence so quickly that I said to myself with an exasperated voice, ‘I think I need a 

lie down.’          

 After I left Gran’s, the weeks felt like eternities and I focused my efforts on forgetting 

that fateful night. However, just as I had begun to forget, a package I didn’t order turned up in 

the mail. It was large, red, and had big, white script along its side that read: The Midnight Dairy 

Association. I stiffened. I tried to hide and forget about the package, but curiosity got the better 



of me. I grabbed the scissors from the kitchen drawer and opened the package. What I saw was 

horrifying, for inside that big red box was a carton of T.M.D.A Red Cordial. 


